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PAPER PHYSICS
On increasing wet-web strength with
adhesive polymers
Robert Pelton, Dong Yang, and
Emil Gustafsson
Fiber-fiber adhesion, called “bonding” in
the old paper physics literature, is a critical
component of the overall strength of dry
paper. With freshly-formed very wet pulp
fiber webs, all evidence suggests there are
no fiber-fiber crossings with significant
adhesive joint strength. With water removal,
a point will be reached where fiber-fiber
adhesion starts to contribute to the overall
wet-web strength.
The literature reveals very few examples
of polymers that increase fiber-fiber joint
strength in freshly-formed webs. Here,
researchers summarize the literature and
explain why it is so difficult to promote
fiber-fiber wet adhesion with polymers.
Nevertheless, ongoing research in areas
as diverse as tissue engineering scaffolds
and biomimetic adhesives gives clues to
future developments.
34

Advances in paper machine engineering
have lessened the importance of wet-web
strength. By contrast, a critical issue in many
of the evolving nanocellulose technologies is
the strength of objects first formed by aqueous
processing, the green strength—the strength
of wet bodies before drying. For example, 3D
printed nanocellulose objects and ultralow
density cellulosic aerogels can be destroyed by
capillary forces during drying. There is a need
for adhesives that strengthen freshly-formed,
wet lignocellulosic joints.
Can wet-end polymers improve wet-web
strength during papermaking? Based on
the literature and new work, this research
describes strategies where the answer may
be yes.
PAPERMAKING
Stiffness and strength properties
of five paperboards and their
moisture dependency
Gustav Marin, Mikael Nygårds, and
Sören Östlund

Clamps used for in-plane tensile tests.

Researchers analyzed five commercial multiply folding boxboards made on the same
paperboard machine. The paperboards were
from the same product series but had different grammage (235, 255, 270, 315, 340 g/m2)
and different bending stiffness. The paperboards are normally used to make packages,
and because the bending stiffness and grammage varies, the performance of the packages
will differ. Finite element simulations can be
used to predict these differences, but for this
to occur, the stiffness and strength properties
must be determined.
For efficient determination of the 3D properties in the machine direction (MD), cross
direction (CD), and Z direction (ZD), it is proposed that the paperboard should be characterized using in-plane tension, ZD-tension, shear
strength profiles, and two-point bending. The

proposed setups have been used to determine
stiffness and strength properties at different
relative humidity (RH) levels—20, 50, 70, and
90 percent RH—and the mechanical properties have been evaluated as a function of
moisture ratio.
Researchers found a linear relation between
mechanical properties and moisture ratio for
each paperboard. When the data was normalized with respect to the standard climate (50
percent RH) and plotted as a function of moisture ratio, it was shown that the normalized
mechanical properties for all paperboards
coincided along one single line and could therefore be expressed as a linear function of moisture ratio and two constants. Consequently, it
is possible to obtain the mechanical properties
of a paperboard by knowing the structural
properties for the preferred level of RH and the
mechanical property for the standard climate
(50 percent RH and 23°C).
This study used the definition of moisture
ratio to keep track of the moisture in paperboard, and a linear relation between the
normalized mechanical properties and the
moisture ratio in the paperboard was detected.
This means that it is possible to estimate the
mechanical properties by any moisture ratio of
paperboard by using the two constants a and
b (determined in the study) and knowing the
mechanical properties at standard climate (50
percent RH and 23°C).
WINDING
The winding mechanics of laminate webs
Sheng Pan, Ron E. Markum, and
James K. Good

Winder setup for laminate web winding tests
showing the shim pressure transducers wound
into the winding roll’s edge.

Models that describe the residual stresses
due to winding single-layer webs at the end
of roll-to-roll manufacturing machines are
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mature. These models have been used to
reduce or avoid defects that are due to winding. Many laminated products exist where
two or more webs have been joined to form a
thicker composite web. The properties of the
web layers provide a unique functionality to
the product being manufactured. No laminate winding models exist in the literature.
This research focused on the development of
a laminate winding model and laboratory test
verification of the model.
This model is helpful for improving the
quality of wound rolls of laminated webs by
optimizing the winder operating conditions
and the resulting wound roll residual stresses.
Knowledge of these stresses can be used to
prevent defects, such as blocking, slippage,
and buckling.
NANOCELLULOSE
Investigation on the recycling of
sulfuric acid from pretreatment of
cellulose for nanocellulose preparation
Chaoyu Duan, Yangyang Peng, Shiyu
Fu, and Lucian Lucia

Sulfuric acid is often used to pretreat
cellulose prior to homogenization and
conversion to nanocellulose. It would
be economically significant to reuse the
acid to close the overall value chain loop.
The target of this work was to investigate the effect of recovery and recycling frequency of sulfuric acid from
the pretreatments on the pretreatment
yield of water-insoluble cellulose solid
residue, and to explore the relationship
between the nanocellulose size prepared
by recovery of acid and number of cycles.
The surface properties of the nanocelluloses were measured, including content
of sulfate groups, absolute zeta potential,
crystallinity, and thermal stability.
In this work, the researchers demonstrate that recycling of an acid
hydrolysis liquor (in this case, sulfuric
acid) for the generation of nanocelluloses has both pros and cons; however, in
general, it demands further scrutiny in any
future industrial operation. Although sugars in the recycled acid liquor accumulate

Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images of cellulose
nanocrystals (CNCs)
pretreated with 57 wt%
sulfuric acid solution
showed CNCs’ diameter
size increased with
increasing acid recycling
times (l-r, starting from 0 to
4 times).

and diminish the acid hydrolytic reactivity, they may be isolated and exploited for
downstream applications.
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